
For full short helpful videos about all aspects of BBO, including how to register, please click 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL9lOXJf9R9em-kAdxhUGxQniqZJm1PpCl 

In PEOPLE section ensure all member usernames are ADDed as FRIENDS 

In ACCOUNT section go to SETTINGS:   Depending on the type of screen you have  eg tablet 
or PC you may wish to experiment with the GENERAL settings eg tools at right and split 
screen to see which you prefer.  I suggest you experiment with these settings whist 
watching any game.  Also in SETTINGS scroll down to the CHAT section.  Allow SHOW CHAT 
but TURN OFF Lobby chat and speak chat.   

When the host sets up a table you will be sent an invitation. Please make sure you 
accurately accept this; especially for a team game as otherwise the host has to set it up 
again. 

HOSTS:  when setting up table the host should always allow Undo's for genuine misclicks. 
Whether the host allows kibitzers to join the table or have to seek permission is up to them, 
but I suggest you DISALLOW them to chat to players.  Hosts should always ensure that 
players have to seek permission to join the table. If you do not do this and a player loses 
connection during the game anyone will come and sit at the vacant seat. 

During play UNDO is found by clicking on the three small bars above the board number and 
then click on UNDO. 
To review the hands afterwards go into HISTORY and RECENT HANDS if it was a pairs match 
or TOURNAMENTS if it was a teams match.  

If you lose connection during a match the easiest way to rejoin is to go into PEOPLE and click 
on a player at your table and click JOIN. Then click on your seat. If the host loses connection 
the system will automatically nominate a new host who will have a crown next to his 
username at the table. 

When playing make sure you chat to TABLE. Toggle the chat button which might show 
Lobby, Kibitzers etc to show TABLE. If you cannot see the chat due to screen size limitation 
try hiding the task bar or click and drag the various sections of the screen to re-size them.  

WHICH ROOM?  This is a matter of choice.  Team matches have their own dedicated rooms. 
The ACOL CLUB is mainly, though not exclusively, for Acol players but unfortunately over the 
years there is now a large amount of chat to the club itself - in effect negating turning off 
lobby chat. I prefer to play in the RELAXED ROOM where there is hardly any “extraneous” 
chat from “strangers”.  Or play in the MAIN CLUB. 

PLEASE do try and remember SELF alerting if you have been playing bridge for more than 12 
months. Newcomers to our class of 2020 will only play a basic, natural system and will not 
have come across alerting so please, if you play them, be understanding and helpful.  All 
other players should alert ALL non natural bids eg transfers; opening at the 2 level; cue bids ; 
RKCB etc etc. When playing at the bridge table in a UK club we do not alert above 3NT but it 
is better to do so on BBO. When alerting please type in a brief explanation of the bid.   

Depending on personal preference (and sometimes the size of your screen or operating 
system) you may need to widen the screen display area for playing and for adding FRIENDS 
or viewing FRIENDS off-line.  Simply, click – hold down – drag at the join between various 
display sections to enlarge. 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL9lOXJf9R9em-kAdxhUGxQniqZJm1PpCl


All PDBC members BBO usernames can be accessed from Members Only section of web site 
then see MEMBERS LIST. 

UPDATE MAY 2020:   BBO are now using two separate servers to cater for the extremely 
high numbers currently playing. Henceforth, if you wish to play in a Tournament or Teams 
match you log on and wait at the home screen. Under PEOPLE tab you will only see friends 
who are also on that “competitive” server.  If you wish to play or watch a normal pairs event 
then after you log on immediately click CASUAL and you will be seamlessly transferred to 
the “casual” server and only see your friends who are also logged into that server. 

 


